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Introduction to Heyn 
Forktruck 
Heyn Forklifts have been supplying 
Materials Handling Solutions to 
customers across Northern Ireland for 
decades and have built up a reputation 
of customer service excellence and high 
quality products.  
Heyn Forktrucks represent the Jungheinrich range of 
trucks in Northern Ireland. This is down to our shared 
commitment of providing customers with the very best 
solution to meet their warehousing and materials handling 
requirements. Jungheinrich rank among the world’s 
leading companies in the materials handling equipment, 
warehousing and material fl ow engineering sectors and 
we are proud to be their distributor in Northern Ireland. 

Jungheinrich offers premium quality trucks and guarantees 
a smooth, reliable ride. 

OUR CORE PRODUCT RANGE INCLUDES: 
  Counterbalance Forklifts
  Hand Pallet Trucks
  Order Picker Trucks 
  Narrow-Aisle Forklift Trucks
  Reach Trucks
  Stacker Forktrucks

As well as brand new Jungheinrich trucks, we also stock 
a range of used trucks which are extensively checked and 
made available for purchase to customers who are on a 
tighter budget. We also offer contract hire and long and 
short term rental options within Northern Ireland of both 
new and used forklift trucks.

Our team of highly trained engineers are led by our 
Service & Technical Support Manager to provide a 
comprehensive service and maintenance aftercare facility 
for our customers. We provide servicing and maintenance 
packages for those customers who prefer to have the 
peace of mind of a support package which is on hand 
when you need it. Alternatively our engineers are also 
available for ad-hoc repairs, breakdown recovery and 
LOLER testing to comply with Lifting Operations & Lifting 
Equipment Regulations.

At our operations in the Port of Belfast, we hold an 
extensive stock of parts for a wide range of trucks. We not 
only stock Jungheinrich parts but also other makes and 
models of Forklift Truck including BOSS Lancer, Hyster, 
Toyota, Linde, Steinbock and Nissan-TCM. We have great 
supply chain relationships so if we don’t stock what you’re 
looking for we will benefi t from quick delivery times at 
great value prices.
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Jungheinrich Forklifts 
Jungheinrich offers the right truck for 
any application. With over 600 different 
forklifts to choose from customers are 
sure to fi nd what they need for their 
operation regardless of lifting height, 
surface or transport distances involved.  

“

Hand Pallet Trucks 
Hand Pallet trucks are used to 
manually push pallets over short 
distances inside or on level ground 
outside. They are the lowest cost 
option in moving palletised loads.

There are lots of options, 
sizes and capacities, 
please ask our team
for details.

AM 22 Hand Pallet Truck
This is one of our bestselling hand pallet trucks. 
It is extremely quiet in operation, robust and durable, 
has an optional fast lift and is easily manoeuvrable. 

FEATURES 
   Eff ortless and safe manoeuvring with one hand on 

the tiller
   Optional fast lift (up to 120Kg) for ground clear lifting 

of pallets with only 3 pump actions
   Excellent manoeuvrability even in the most confi ned 

spaces
   Chromed bearing bushes on wheels and joints make 

it easy to push and pull. Remarkably quiet running 
and maintenance free operation.

   12 months warranty off ered on the Jungheinrich 
pallet truck

Characteristics
Distance across forks x fork 
length (mm)

520 x 1150 NGN

Wheels Nylon
Tiller Height (mm) 1234
Lift Normal 
Rollers Single

“

Electric Pedestrian 
Pallet Truck
These trucks work in the same way as a 
standard pallet truck but relieve any strain 
on the operator when moving pallets due 
to an electric motor powering lift and travel. 
Available in stand-on or sit-on models for 
additional comfort where travel over longer 
distances is required or where longer 
working shifts are common.

EJE Electric Pedestrian 
Controlled Pallet Truck
This electric pallet truck is particularly suited to lorry 
loading and offl oading as well as horizontal transport over 
short distances.

FEATURES 

  Short chassis length of only 480mm means that 
it can be used in small spaces

  The 3 phase AC drive motor ensures high speed 
and powerful acceleration

  Long operating times and excellent energy 
management with batteries up to 250 Ah

  Crawl speed button for additional safety – one touch 
of a button is suffi  cient, the brake is released and 
the drive switch automatically controls travel at a 
reduced speed

  The completely redeveloped multi-function tiller 
head is full of innovations including enclosed sensor 
system for breakdown protection, rocker switch with 
contactless electronics and ergonomically arranged 
switches. 

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 122 to 122mm
Capacity/load From 1,60 to 3,50 t
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Order Pickers
Order Picker Trucks are used mainly in 
warehouse operations to pick items by 
the operator. The items are then placed 
on a pallet on the forks in preparation for 
being packed to leave the warehouse. 
Jungheinrich offer both horizontal and 
vertical order pickers. 

”
“
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Narrow Aisle Trucks
VNA Trucks are specialist warehouse trucks 
that are designed to travel forwards and 
backwards without the need to turn in the 
racking aisle.

ETX Electric Sideways
Seated High Rack Stacker
The ETX is an electric sideways seated or tri-lateral stacker 
with swivelling or telescopic forks. These trucks are used 
for maximum performance in the high end area of a narrow 
aisle warehouse. 

FEATURES 
  Flexibility through modular construction with over 

5 million possibilities from the outset
  Information transmitted via colour display and icon 

formatting
  All parameters and programs can be set individually
  Soft keys to control functions and menus
  Camera/monitor system for eff ective storage and 

retrieval at great lift heights
  Hydraulic control thumb movement

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 3000 to 13,000mm
Capacity/load From 1,25 to 1,50 t

“
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ECE Horizontal 
Order Picker
The ECE has a capacity of 2,500 Kg and utilises the 
latest technology to optimise both the cost and speed 
of order picking.

FEATURES 
   A 24V drive motor and 3 phase technology provides 

powerful acceleration and high top speed.  
  Energy savings, extended operating times and 

minimised maintenance due to the omission of 
carbon brushes make this product perfect for most 
customers.

  The operator is in immediate proximity to the load 
with the stand-on platform; this is key to safe and 
effi  cient order picking.

  There are two electric steering systems to choose 
from, either Tiller steering or the JetPilot steering 
wheel.  

  Rugged construction for the toughest applications 
and a wide range of accessories available means 
this truck will suit most applications.

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 125 to 750mm
Capacity/load From 2,00 to 2,50 t 
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Reach Trucks
Usually found in warehouses, these 
trucks can operate in narrower aisles than 
counterbalances and lift to higher heights. 
Jungheinrich’s Reach Mast technology 
means the forks are pushed forward to grab 
the load outside the wheel arms. The mast 
can then be pulled back so the load can 
be transported within the vehicle’s frame. 
This increases the truck’s stability, reduces 
the necessity of counterbalance weight and 
consequently allows for a shorter chassis 
design. 

”
“
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ETV Electric Reach Truck
The ETV 2 Series offers space saving design and optimum ergonomic 
working conditions whether for handling pallets, operating in drive-
through or drive-in racking or extremely narrow areas or low clearances. 

FEATURES 
  Space saving with narrow aisle widths from 2711mm
  Residual capacities of 1000 Kg up to more than 10 metres lift height
  Reach mast technology saves space
  Maximum throughput with the lowest energy consumption
  Sensitive handling while driving and lifting
  Generous operator workplace provides perfect visibility when stacking 

and retrieving
  Automotive layout of the pedals and curve control for easy cornering.  

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 5000 to 13,000mm
Capacity/load From 1,40 to 2,50 t

Electric Counterbalance 
Trucks
Electric counterbalance trucks can be used outside 
but are often selected for shorter transport routes 
indoor. They have a counterweight within the rear of 
the truck to enable heavy loads to be lifted by the 
forks at the front.  

EFG Electric Counterbalance Trucks
The EFG series of electric counterbalance trucks enables the best 
possible effi  ciency and consumes up to 15% less energy than 
comparable competitor models. 

FEATURES 
  Application-oriented work programs within reliable travel/lift speeds 
  Infi nitely adjustable steering column and armrest allow for 

adjustment to suit all operators and the individual adjustment to 
the main controls is easy to carry out thanks to the single-point 
adjustment via two adjustable axles.

  High performance trucks with low energy consumption
  Electric hydraulic steering for comfort
  Quickly adaptable operator cab
  Safe sideways battery renewal with SnapFit
  Compact mast for best visibility
  Automatic parking brake

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 3000 to 7500mm
Capacity/load From 1,30 to 5,00 t

“
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DFG Diesel 
Counterbalance Truck
This truck has an optional torque converter or hydrostatic 
which gives high productivity and high reliability in all 
applications including rugged and industrial operations. It 
also provides a smooth acceleration providing optimum 
effi ciency at all speeds.

FEATURES 
  The Kubota engines have been tested in harsh 

environments including high and low temperatures, 
high humidity and rough terrains

  Jungheinrich drive axle and maintenance free 
wet-disc brakes with electric parking brake lowering 
lifetime costs

  Uncoupled power train
  Lower fuel consumption and minimal noise
  Fully fl oating axle for high degree of passive safety
  Ergonomic operator workstation with high visibility 

in all directions
  Enclosed design of the braking system helps protect 

it by eliminating ingress of water or dust
  The low centre of gravity and centred counterweight 

design between both front and rear axles results in 
best in class dynamic stability and driving safety 
without unnecessary external electronic stability 
systems

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 2900 to 8000mm

Capacity/load From 2,50 to 9,00 t

Stacker Trucks
Stacker trucks are similar to electric pedestrian 
pallet trucks but have a mast that allows the 
forks to be raised up to select and retrieve or 
deposit pallets at height. Depending on how 
heavy the load, how high it needs to be lifted 
and the ground surface, these trucks may be an 
alternative to a traditional sit-on forklift truck.

“

EJC High Rack Stacker
The EJC 2 Series offer a sensitive lifting and lowering 
operation with quiet, speed controlled hydraulic motor and 
lifting capacities of up to 2,00 t.

FEATURES 
  Designed for demanding applications 

off ering high lift heights and residual capacities
  Precise and sensitive lifting and lowering by 

electronically controlled motor
  Gentle depositing of loads on the fl oor and racking 

with proportional hydraulics
  Minimum noise during lifting
  LiftPlus on some models to achieve a signifi cantly 

higher lift speed when lifting the forks with a light 
load in comparison with the standard version

  Numerous storage options for all documents and 
tools required

  Long safety tiller and enclosed truck contours 
alongside the low apron off er maximum operator 
safety

  Battery capacities of up to 375Ah

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 2400 to 5350mm
Capacity/load From 1,20 to 2,00 t

Diesel/Gas 
Counterbalance Trucks
Diesel or Gas Counterbalance trucks 
are used in the same way. The choice in 
drive type is normally down to customer 
preference. These trucks can be used 
indoors but are more often selected for 
outside work and can lift heavier loads
than the electric option.

/  NEW
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EJG Electric Pedestrian 
Controller Stacker
The EJG 108 is a pedestrian controlled counter balance 
truck which is compact and manoeuvrable. It has an 
electronically controlled motor for sensitive lifting and 
lowering.

FEATURES 
  Can be used where support arm stackers cannot 

operate as when lifting perimeter based pallets 
directly from the fl oor or with special load sizes

  Overall width is only 910mm making it perfect for 
confi ned spaces

  Sturdy chassis and load section
  High ground clearance and large load wheels for 

comfortable travel on uneven ground
  Excellent energy management

Characteristics
Lift (standard mast) From 2500 to 5250mm
Capacity/load From 0.6 to 1,60 t

Hugo Access Platform
The Hugo Access Platform Machine is perfect for any 
job that requires work and reach at height including 
the retail environment, offi ces, hospitals, warehouses, 
factories and facilities management in public buildings. 
Used for cleaning, maintenance, stock replenishment 
and point of sale hanging.

“

FEATURES 

  Easy to push and position
  Once in position glides to 4.2m working 

height at the push of a button
  Adjustable cargo shelf with a 50 Kg 

capacity
  Platform Interlock Technology for safer 

operations
  Hydraulic cushioning technology for 

improved operator comfort

  Zero maintenance high capacity 
battery – up to 70 lifts on one charge

  Four wheel braking
  Dual voltage self-seeking 

charger – charge 
on 110v or 240v.

  A range of optional extras are also 
available including customised 
paintwork and outdoor specifi cation.

/  NEW
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Heyn Used Forklift Trucks 
Heyn Forktruck Solutions provide premium used forklift 
trucks at great prices. Our used trucks have been 
comprehensively checked and are available for delivery 
right away. 

Our used fl eet offers maximum reliability, productivity and
a long useful life due to their durable and resilient design. 
TYPES OF TRUCK AVAILABLE INCLUDE:

   Used Gas Forklifts
   Used Diesel Forklifts
   Used Electric Counterbalance
   Used Reach Trucks
   Used Pallet Trucks
   Used Pallet Stackers 
   Used Very Narrow Aisle Trucks 
   Used Tow Tractors

As well as Heyn’s own fl eet of Used Forklift Trucks, 
we have access to Jungheinrich’s stock of used trucks 
in Great Britain meaning that we can always fi nd 
a solution to suit our customers’ requirements. 

“

Technical Indoor Outdoor
Maximum platform height 2.20m 2.20m
Maximum working height 4.20m 4.20m
Platform entry height 0.39m 0.39m
Overall width 0.73m 0.79m
Overall width, outriggers deployed  1.22m
Overall Length 1.13m 1.13m
Overall Height (stowed) 1.40m 1.40m
Maximum cargo shelf height 3.28m 3.28m
Minimum cargo shelf height 0.99m 0.99m
Cargo shelf adjustment 0.38m 0.38m
Operator compartment capacity 120Kg 120Kg
Cargo shelf capacity 50Kg 50Kg
Ground shelf capacity 50Kg 50Kg
Wind speed rating 0m/s 12.5m/sec
Maximum wheel loading 120Kg 120Kg
Total transport weight 250Kg 280Kg
Power 12V 52A Gel battery 12V 52A Gel Battery
Mains power supply for battery charge 110/220V self-seeking 110/220V self-seeking
  Adjustable stabilisers are housed within 

the fork pockets
  IP rating of 54 for ingress protection

/  NEW
 TRUCKS 
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Forklift Hire
Heyn Fork Lift Solutions offer a wide range of forklift trucks 
for businesses in Northern Ireland to hire for a time frame to 
suit them. Our fl eet includes Stacker Trucks, Electric & Diesel 
Counterbalance Forklifts, VNA Trucks, Order Picker Forklifts, 
Electric Powered Pallet Trucks and many more. 

”
“
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New Equipment 
Long Term Hire – 
Contract Hire
Long term rental on our fl eet of new trucks allows 
your business to forecast expenditure eff ectively, you 
will receive an accurate forecast of the costs involved 
and will receive no unexpected breakdown and repair 
costs. This is the easiest way of getting the most up to 
date equipment without the initial expense of making a 
purchase.  

Used Equipment 
Long Term Hire
Where we have a fl eet of trucks that have recently 
fi nished a long term hire contract, our engineers are 
required to assess and make repairs where necessary. 
All safety checks are carried out and these trucks are 
then made available for hire in low intensity applications.  
Used forklift hire can often be a cost eff ective solution 
for businesses who do not require the newest model 
and want to keep materials handling costs to a 
minimum. 

At Heyn Forktruck Solutions we pride ourselves on 
the high quality service we provide to our customers 
and use our long established industry knowledge to 
help customers fi nd the best possible solution for their 
requirements. Our team are on hand from 8am to 5pm 
Monday to Thursday and 8am to 4pm on Friday to give 
advice on options and fi nd a solution to suit. 

“

Our fl eet of forklifts are available for short term hire or 
rental over a longer term, known as Contract Hire. 

BENEFITS OF FORKLIFT HIRE
   One single payment covers all maintenance costs
  No upfront costs
  Routine maintenance and safety checks covered
  Access to the most suitable equipment for your 

application
  Frees up capital for other parts of the business
  Flexibility to react to unexpected demand and 

seasonal changes
  Costs are defi ned at the outset, no unexpected out 

of pocket expenses

Short Term Hire 
Short term forklift hire allows your business the fl exibility 
of quickly and easily obtaining extra trucks to cope with 
changes in demand and capacity. Terms range from 1 
week to 1 year making short term forklift truck hire ideal 
for seasonal or unexpected demand. Short term truck 
rental also provides the fl exibility of having replacement 
equipment available right away should your own 
equipment develop a fault, minimising downtime for 
your operations. 
Agreements are available for up to 12 months, this 
means competitive forklift hire rates and a reassurance 
of fi xed costs. A no contract commitment means that 
your truck can be returned easily when it’s convenient 
for you with no penalties. 
Contact our short term hire staff to fi nd out more. We 
will need to know what type of truck you require, the 
rental period and the delivery expectations and we 
will handle all the fi ner details. All of our trucks are fully 
safety checked and LOLER certifi ed ensuring that any 
downtime is minimised and you have the assurance 
that you are getting a reliable truck. 

/  FO
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Heyn Forktruck 
Solutions provide 
Lynas with trucks for our 
main site in Coleraine and 
or hubs in Dublin, Galway, 
Belfast and Derry.  ”

“

Lynas Food Service 
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Forklift Parts
Heyn Forklift Solutions offer a wide range 
of discounted parts for every brand of 
forklift.

Whether your truck is brand new or 
used, LPG, diesel or electric, Heyn 
Forklifts have parts to suit. We pride 
ourselves on our large stock-holding of 
parts, not only for our engineers to carry 
out repairs but our showroom is open
to the public. 

As well as being Jungheinrich’s agent 
in Northern Ireland we have access 
to a much wider range of spare parts 
including Toyota, Hyster, Linde, BOSS 
Lancer, Steinbock and Nissan-TCM. 

”
“
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LOLER Testing
LOLER (Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment 
Regulations 1998) are regulations and requirements 
which apply to the use of any equipment used at work 
for lifting and lowering loads. They relate to whether the 
equipment is safe to use.  

LOLER regulations and the Associated Code of Practice 
prescribes that a thorough examination is required on 
all fork lift trucks at least once a year. Under The Lifting 
Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations you are 
required to ensure that all lifting equipment is : 

  Suffi  ciently strong, stable and suitable for the 
proposed use. Similarly, the load and anything 
attached must be suitable 

  Positioned or installed to prevent the risk of injury, 
eg from the equipment or the load falling or striking 
people 

  Visibly marked with any appropriate information 
to be taken into account for its safe use, 
eg safe working loads. 

Our fork truck engineers are trained to provide full 
LOLER testing on your equipment and can provide the 
Certifi cations for your Auditors. 

“

Forktruck Aftercare 
Servicing & Repairs 
At Heyn Forktrucks we understand that your choice in 
servicing and preventative maintenance of your Materials 
Handling Equipment is just as crucial to business 
operations as choosing the right equipment. For this 
reason we provide service contract options that are 
designed for businesses of all sizes to cover a range of 
equipment. 

Our service team is made up of highly skilled on-the-road 
engineers, covering Belfast to Dublin. Their extensive 
training and up-to-date technology means that they can 
service and maintain your forktruck to the highest possible 
standard. We aim to keep your equipment functioning to 
maximise uptime throughout the life of the equipment.

REASONS TO CHOOSE HEYN FORKTRUCK 
SOLUTIONS FOR AFTERCARE 

  Bespoke service contracts to suit your business
  Mixed fl eet and brand servicing
  Large selection of parts available
  Experienced team of highly trained fork truck 

engineers
  Excellent customer service standard

OUR MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS INCLUDE:
  Servicing your trucks and maintaining their 

performance
  Any wear and tear repairs
  Breakdown recovery

We take pride in our focus on fi rst time resolution of all 
repairs and aim to resolve the issue as quickly as possible. 
We understand the impact of downtime on your products 
and try to minimise this wherever possible. Our extensive 
parts availability and next-day delivery for non-stock parts 
means that you are not without your equipment for long 
where parts need to be ordered.

/  FO
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RANGE OF PARTS AVAILABLE FROM HEYN 
FORKTRUCK SOLUTIONS:

Stands Engine Parts
Jacks Workshop Consumables
Oil & Lubricant Forks
Battery Connectors Seats
Battery Chargers Fork Extensions
Lights Steering Wheels
Cooling Parts Beacons



CONTACT DETAILS
Heyn Forktruck Solutions  
1 Corry Place 
Belfast Harbour Estate 
Belfast, BT3 9AH 
Northern Ireland

T: +44(0)28 9074 1000 
F: +44(0)28 9035 0012 
E: forktrucks@heyn.co.uk

www.niforktrucks.co.uk




